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We study four-varyingly liberalized emerging markets, precisely, India, Korea, Taiwan and
Vietnam, to test causalities and asymmetries of price volume relationship in the condi-
tional second moment. Unlike past literature, equity volume appears as endogenous
dynamic information evolving simultaneously with volatility. We extend past researches
correlating equity return and volume after splitting into domestic and foreign institutional
investor purchases. Uniquely, volatility led impact on volume is much bigger than the
volume led impact on volatility. Among other results, we highlight that conditional corre-
lation between volume dispersion and returns dispersion triggers and plays an important
role in the stabilization of equity markets.
 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Institutional trading and its impact on stock markets has been the focal point of research covering the last few decades
with the huge growth of institutional investment in stock market. Naturally the relationship of stock markets and institu-
tional investors’ behavior led to a development of literature on whether institutional investors destabilize the stock market?
Researchers are divided on the nature of impact institutional investment creates on the stock market. There is a wide body of
literature available on how institutional investors influence stock market fluctuation (Lakonishok et al., 1992; Nofsinger and
Sias, 1999; Dennis and Strickland, 2002; Dahlquist and Robertsson, 2004; Schuppli and Bohl, 2010) and how the herding
behavior can generate excess stock market volatility (Gabaix et al., 2006; Gavriilidis et al., 2013). Previous studies have
looked at volume as a potential driver of market microstructure.
Motivated by the same, present study looks from a new angle where volume appears not as an exogenous source of new
information but an endogenous piece of information evolving simultaneously with other market information, specifically,
market volatility. The present study also brings in another important aspect of institutional ownership – Foreign Equity
Investors and Domestic Equity Investors along with their volume of trade. Rather than the conventional approach where
the impact of volume on market volatility is tested considering volume at its level value, the present study allows volume
to interact in its second moment to market volatility using a unique framework of Markov Switching (Hamilton 1989;
Hamilton 1996) Generalized Orthogonal Multivariate GARCH (van der Weide, 2002; Boswijk and van der Weide, 2006)
model. The utility of this framework is its ability to capture causality of conditional dispersion of volume changes with that
of volatility adjusted by the regimes of high and low, simultaneously in both ways. Such regimes represent phases of
2 S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20recession and non-recession and can be called as ‘Turmoil’ (Bad) and ‘Tranquil’ (Good) phases (Ge˛bka and Serwa, 2006).
Same study finds the existence of an Asian contagion post the financial crisis and hints that the economic channel for such
contagion may be portfolio investment or direct investments.
In that sense the present study builds further on the existing studies in the field with a focus on varyingly liberalized
emerging economies. The study concludes that there is asymmetric information flow across Foreign Institutional Investors
(henceforth, FIIs) and Domestic Investors, and across the regimes. Unique finding of this study is volatility having a bigger and
stronger impact on volume dispersion as compared to the extent volume dispersion spills to market volatility. Volume
dispersion of FIIs is affected much more by market volatility as compared to the volume dispersion of Domestic Institutional
Investors (henceforth, DOMs).
Going further, Section 2 focuses on literature review. It also gradually builds on this platform and presents our study
framework. Section 3 elaborates on the research data from applicable emerging markets and follows it up with presentation
and discussion of the empirical results. We summarize our study conclusions in Section 4.2. Literature review and study framework
Table 1 summarizes the relative contribution of the present study in comparison with past empirical works:
The theoretical framework of Gabaix et al. (2006) attempts to explain how large institutional investors create spikes in
returns and volumes through size of the trade. The authors utilize the power law of the trading to explain the tail behavior
of returns and volume. The authors’ opinion about the need for a more sophisticated technique to assess the price volume
dynamics in a situation where information flow can be guided by hidden processes motivates us in many ways following
which we bring in a number of arguments.
One such is that the temporal distribution of volume can be non-stationary and non-mean-revertible (see, Appendix A1)
and thus such an estimation (for example the authors’ estimate, fq ¼ 3=2) suffers from unit-root nonstationarity and is spurious.
We additionally argue that the authors have not considered stylized facts such as return distribution exhibits volatility cluster-
ing, volume changes also exhibit such clustering autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (henceforth, ARCH) behavior
which, their theoretical framework cannot capture. Such an argument has support from the literature (Campbell et al.,
2009), wherein daily institutional trades are observed to occur with high persistence.
Price and volume relationships are found in previous studies to be instrumental in the assessment of their combined
impact on stock market volatility. Such a relationship may not be strictly linear as has been observed by Hiemstra and
Jones (1994). Specifically the study finds a linear and non-linear Granger causality in the inter-temporal relation of returns
and log-transformed values of volume relatives. Our study extends the fact that such a relationship is simultaneous not only
in a vector autoregression (henceforth, VAR) specification structure but also where conditional dispersion of Vt is related to
r2t with a Markov Switching structure allowing for both conditional dispersion of Vt and r2t to interact in a state of high
versus low states of regimes. Using a similar type of framework Chen et al. (2001) show that volume contributes some infor-
mation to the return dynamics although volume does not absorb the ARCH property from return volatility.
Herding and positive feedback trading is found to exist in the stock market. Institutional traders follow their own lagged
trade thereby forming a ‘‘Herd” (Sias, 2004; Choi and Sias, 2009). Choe et al. (1999) finds extensive herding and positive feed-
back trading by foreign investors in Korean stock market pre-economic crisis period. However, post-crisis period documents
a swift and sharp decline of both herding and positive feedback trading. Few points are worth considering here given the
cross-sectional framework of assessing cumulative abnormal return wherein any potential structural change is explicit
and somehow arbitrarily defined splitting pre and post-crisis phase as two strata of regimes. We argue further that such
identification should rather be endogenous in terms of dating such transition from pre to post-crisis era. Further, information
asymmetries may take prominent shape when prices are falling as compared to when prices are increasing giving a distorted
distribution of price momentum. Moreover, we argue with empirical support that this buy-sell asymmetry does not limit the
interaction path among itself but also cascades an equivalent asymmetry in volume and vice versa. Specifically, post-crisis
volume momentum and price momentum is supposed to create a greater degree of mistrust and larger spikes in volume and
volatility. Such proposition is already documented by Nelson (1991) in the conditional variance equation and extended
further in our framework allowing a simultaneous interaction of volume and returns dispersion across regimes.
Ülkü (2015) reports of extensive negative-feedback trading exercised by foreign investors in respect of local returns in
Europe. In terms of assessing amount of impact institutional investors can exercise, event study approaches embedded in
a GARCH type of stochastic process may give better insights as compared to approaches with a cross-sectional regression
(Bohl and Brzeszczynski, 2006). They also point that institutions reciprocate the creation of autocorrelation and volatility
cluster of stock index returns. The framework they use to assess such impact can be described by a Dummy augmented
asymmetric GARCH-in-mean model that attempts to incorporate structural changes with an exogenously planted dummy
having binary configuration. One important argument for such a strict assumption may create a substantial identification
issue of observing regime changes which has been rather attributed as unobserved and shifting interchangeably in the1 We performed augmented Dickey–Fuller test for our empirical data of volume of FIIs and DOMs trade. The high negative number in Appendix A shows that
one can accept the hypothesis that there exists a unit root in the level value of FII and DOM volume of trade in our time series sample. We propose to consider
logarithm of volume change as simultaneously interacting with logarithm of return change based on unit root non-stationarity in the level value of volume.
Table 1
Key studies addressing equity volume, stock volatility and institutional investors’ interaction.
Study Addresses
institutional
trade?
Analyze return volume relation? Addresses
nonstationarity
issues in volume?
Estimation method
used
Addresses
regime change
issue?
Differentiates between
FIIs and domestic
trades?
Addresses simultaneity and
endogeneity of volume and
volatility?
Gabaix et al. (2006) Yes Partially using power law No OLS No No No
Hiemstra and Jones
(1994)
No Analyzed but in the first moment Yes Nonlinearity test
post EGARCH
Through
dummies
No First Moment
Bohl and Brzeszczynski
(2006)
Yes No No Dummy augmented
GJR
Through
dummies
No No
Dennis and Strickland
(2002)
Yes One way effect of Volume on
Abnormal return
No Panel static OLS No No No
Sias and Starks (1997) Yes Filtering through high trade
deciles
No Correlogram and
panel OLS
No No No
Bohl et al. (2009) Yes No No Markov switching
GARCH
Yes No No
Lamoureux and
Lastrapes(1990)
No One way level value of volume No GARCH No No No
Andersen (1996) No One way level value of volume No GARCH with MDH
(mixture of
distribution)
No No No
Girard and Biswas
(2007)
No One way level value of volume No TGARCH with
detrended volume
No No No
Li et al. (2011) Yes One way level value of volume No Panel static OLS No No No
Chuang et al. (2012) No Analyzed log volume impact on
conditional second moment of
return
Yes GJR GARCH No No One way relation
Henry and Mckenzie
(2006)
No YES Yes BEKK(1,1) with
GARCH
No No Yes
This study Yes Simultaneous Interaction of
Volatility and Volume Dispersion
Yes GO GARCH Yes Yes In the conditional second
moment
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Appendix A
Augmented DickyFuller test on level volume of FIIs and domestic trades.
Variable Taiwan India South Korea Vietnam
FII volume ADF (60) 3.257 2.715 2.4 4.261
ADF (50) 3.199 2.96 2.874 4.33
Domestic volume ADF (60) 4.965 2.564 2.745 1.901
ADF (50) 5.023 2.918 3.483 2.025
4 S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20process. Thus, we introduce a Markov Switching process in the GO-GARCH specification that allows us to study firstly, a joint
and simultaneous non-linear causality among return and volume; secondly, enables an asymmetric GARCH process in terms
of its evolution simultaneously and inter-temporally; thirdly, allows the coefficients representing asymmetric information
flow to shift in line with respective regimes.
Institutional ownership creates both abnormal return and abnormal turnover at firm level (Dennis and Strickland, 2002).
Moreover, the degree of institutional ownership is positively related to the abnormal return when the market is up and
negatively related to the same during a down phase of market. The same asymmetric relationship holds for abnormal turn-
over too. Such findings further suggest that such asymmetry may as well be a feedback from lagged movement of turnover
simultaneously with a lagged movement of return and vice versa. We investigate further whether this movement can be
explained through volume and return dispersion. Findings from Sias and Starks (1997) reciprocate similar lagged behavior
of institutional trading pattern that results in the formation of return autocorrelation. By virtue of such an autocorrelation
observed at individual stock level, Sias and Starks (1997) extend this to portfolio level and show that such an autocorrelation
exists at a macro level as well. Boyer and Zheng (2009) articulate a series of critical findings including a positive correlation
between quarterly stock return and cash flows from foreign investors. They opine that it is critical to model the dynamics of
cross border capital flows and its impact on financial markets. Motivated by such findings we develop a framework that
allows such an autocorrelation at index level return dispersion and volume dispersion, the latter being a composition of
domestic investors and foreign portfolio investors.
We also embed asymmetric nonlinear spillover across index return volatility, volume dispersion of domestic investors
and volume dispersion of foreign portfolio investors simultaneously. A univariate approach close to ours is adopted by
Bohl et al. (2009) who apply a Markov Switching GARCH framework to study the impact institutional investment exhibits
in the volatility structure. Findings from this study raise further research questions that necessitate our study incorporating
a Multivariate Markov Switching GARCH framework that allows volume led impact on volatility from institutional investors.
The relevance of considering volume in the institutional ownership structure is discussed by Nofsinger and Sias (1999) who
defined daily changes of institutional ownership as function of daily buy and sell volume. In particular, they specify lagged
relation in institutional feedback trading with an autoregressive moving average (henceforth, ARMA) structure assuming
non-existence of ARCH effect in the post-regression error as well as in the changes of institutional ownership. Inspired by
the missing link in volume and its conjunction with institutional ownership we provide a conditionally heteroskedastic
specification to logarithm of volume relative. Further, we also ensure the non-linear distribution of coefficients with a
Markov Switching effect.
Volume is considered to be one of the important factors representing timing of information arrival. Lamoureux and
Lastrapes (1990) show that volume, when entering into the conditional variance equation of returns, absorbs the extra ARCH
property of returns and can potentially explain the heteroskedastic behavior of returns. In a similar line, Andersen (1996)
studies the distribution of returns volatility and volume of trade jointly. He reiterates that volume plays an important role
as new information arriving that absorbs persistence in the volatility structure. In addition to this, Girard and Biswas (2007)
find that volume can dissipate the persistence in volatility when it is treated as a combination of ex-ante and ex-post volume.
More interestingly, volume tends to create positive excess return when the size of volume is high and a negative excess
return when volume is low (Gervais et al., 2001). Alongside, historical returns are also observed to be influencing the buy
and sell propensity and under such circumstances, institutional investors tend to behave as momentum strategists
(Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2000).
Therefore volume has a substantial explanatory power stemming as new information and valuable information emerges
about institutional trading that interacts with clustering behavior of volatility. Such facts have important dimensions in
positive feedback trading and market clearing path. A thorough exploration of institutional ownership and stabilization of
equity markets in emerging economies in recent times is carried out by Li et al. (2011). The study finds a negative relation-
ship of large foreign trades and volatility of stock returns at the firm level data. The same study finds large foreign investors
as monitors of stock market potentially stabilize the stock market rather than destabilizing the same as has been observed in
some other studies. On the contrary Kim (2005) observes significant dynamic information spill from US to all the Asia-Pacific
markets excepting Japan. Additionally volume of trade is found in the same study to be Granger causing the Asia-Pacific
markets, although weakly. One way to resolve such contrasting issues is to treat volume and volatility spill endogenously
and simultaneously with first and second moments. Also, we argue that the intensity of dynamic correlation of volume
change and return also plays a crucial role in giving a stabilizing stimulus to the market. A supporting proposition is found
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and such a correlation may influence consecutive price changes.
It is also worthwhile to make a point that heterogeneous agents such as domestic investors and foreign investors should
be looked at simultaneously and endogenously when considering the joint distribution of return volatility and volume espe-
cially when foreign investors can trade differently than domestic investors (Li et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2009). The impact of
conditional variance of net foreign inflow on conditional volatility of market index in Korea (KOSPI) is tested in the study of
Kim et al. (2009). This study seems to be the first to recognize that conditional variance of net volume is an essential input in
the conditional variance of market returns. However, this study is grounded on unidirectional causality from conditional
variance of net volume (which is estimated a-priori and entered as a control in the conditional variance equation of market
return) to conditional variance of market return. Results from this study show that foreign inflow does not depend on the
volatility of the market. Such observation is not consistent with the literature and may stem from the two stage estimation
technique used in the study. For example, significant change in return is observed in net institutional trading which, in turn,
has been followed by excess stock returns (Griffin et al., 2003). Additionally, issues related to structural changes have not
been considered either implicitly or explicitly.
A more extended framework as compared to Kim et al. (2009) is developed by Chuang et al. (2012), embedding a bivariate
GJR-GARCHmodel to study the relation of second moment of stock return and volume. GJR-GARCH variant includes leverage
terms for modeling asymmetric volatility clustering (Glosten et al., 1993). A multivariate equivalent embedding asymmetric
price volume relation is developed by Henry and Mckenzie (2006) finding that the asymmetric relation is exacerbated by
short-selling. The authors use BEKK (1,1) model in the conditional relation. However, econometrics literature argues that
parametric restriction in the BEKK model is not sufficient (Bauwens et al., 2006) and BEKK model cannot incorporate covari-
ance for a large number of arguments in the log-likelihood estimation. These two works form the basis of our framework
after a review of the model being used in Chuang et al. (2012) which is briefly summarized below:r2R;t ¼ xR þ
XN
n¼1
dn;pr2R;tn þ
XO
o¼1
jR;oðeR;toÞ2 þ kRSR;t1ðeR;t1Þ2 þ
XL
l¼1
hR;lV t1
r2V ;t ¼ xV þ
XP
p¼1
dV ;pr2R;tp þ
XQ
q¼1
jV ;qðeV ;tqÞ2 þ kVSV ;t1ðeV ;t1Þ2where kR and kV are asymmetry terms in Glosten et al. (1993). During the estimation of the above two equations Chuang
et al. (2012) make two crucial assumptions, the first being symmetrical relation of volume, volatility correlation, i.e.
rRV ;t ¼ rVR;t ¼ qRVrR;trV ;t which states that the correlation is strictly static and symmetric; the other being parametric
stability across the time. Our framework elaborated below allows the correlation to be dynamic and asymmetric. It further
allows functional relationship considering different regimes, following closely the regime switching framework of Liu et al.
(2012), we state:r2R;t ¼ x1;R½St ¼ i þ f 1ðlagged r2R;tÞ½St ¼ i þ gFII1 ðr2V ;tÞ½St ¼ i þ gDOM1 ðr2V ;tÞ½St ¼ i þ wFII1 ðqRV ;tÞ½St ¼ i þ wDOM2 ðqRV ;tÞ½St ¼ i
þ w2ðqFII;DOMV ;t Þ½St ¼ i for i ¼ f0;1g
r2V ;tjFII¼x2;V ½St ¼ jþ f 21ðr2R;tÞ½St ¼ jþgFII12ðlaggedr2V ;tÞ½St ¼ jþgDOM2 ðr2V ;tÞ½St ¼ jþwFII2 ðqRV ;tÞ½St ¼ jþwDOM2 ðqRV ;tÞ½St ¼ j
þw2ðqFII;DOMV ;t Þ½St ¼ j for j¼f0;1g
r2V ;tjDOM ¼ x2;V ½St ¼ j þ f 21ðr2R;tÞ½St ¼ j þ gFII12ðr2V ;tÞ½St ¼ j þ gDOM2 ðlagged r2V ;tÞ½St ¼ j þ wFII2 ðqRV ;tÞ½St ¼ j
þ wDOM2 ðqRV ;tÞ½St ¼ j þ w2ðqFII;DOMV ;t Þ½St ¼ j for j ¼ f0;1gwhere the respective probability of switching from different regimes are given by, PðSt ¼ ijSt1 ¼ iÞ ¼ pii,
PðSt ¼ jjSt1 ¼ iÞ ¼ pij; PðSt ¼ ijSt1 ¼ jÞ ¼ pji, PðSt ¼ jjSt1 ¼ jÞ ¼ pjj, Such that
P
jpij ¼
P
ipij ¼ 1f ½r2R;tjSt ¼ j;Xt1; s ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p exp fr
2
R;t  /0jDtg
2
2r2
" #
where,Dt ¼ ½x1;R; lagged ðr2R;tÞ; gFII1 ðr2V ;tÞ; gDOM1 ðr2V ;tÞ;wFII1 ðqRV ;tÞ;wDOM2 ðqRV ;tÞ;w2ðqFII;DOMV ;t Þ
0;
/j ¼ ðak;St ;bk;St ; ck;St ; dk;St ; hk;St ; kk;St ;wk;St Þ; s ¼ ð/01;/02;p11; p22;r2Þ
0The log-transformed density can be represented byLn½f ð:Þ ¼
X2
j¼1
f ½r2R;tjSt ¼ j;Xt1; s:PðSt ¼ jjXt1; sÞ
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@ðak;St ;bk;St ; ck;St ; dk;St ; hk;St ; kk;St ;wk;St Þ
¼ 0and@fLn½f ð:Þg
@ð/01;/02;p11; p22;r2Þ
¼ 0Further, the estimated probabilities are given bycpij ¼Pnt¼2PðSt ¼ j; St1 ¼ ijXn; s^ÞPn
t¼2PðSt1 ¼ ijXn; s^ÞThe vector cHt ¼ r
2
R;t
r2V ;t jFII
r2V ;t jDOM
264
375 is determined from GO-GARCH estimation discussed subsequently.
The model of Chuang et al. (2012) is a special case of our model in the absence of any structural change, along with the
presence of static and symmetric correlations in the form of, rRV;t ¼ rVR;t ¼ qRVrR;trV ;t .
We briefly discuss about the estimation details of r2R;t ;r2V ;tðFIIÞ;r2V ;tðDOMÞ and qRV ;t following Boswijk and van der Weide
(2006) decomposing the log-transformed value of market return, log-transformed value of volume relative of FIIs and DOMs,
and conditional second moments (including covariance and correlation) through principal components in the Generalized
Orthogonal Multivariate GARCH (commonly known as, GO-GARCH) framework.
A remarkable utility of Multivariate GARCH (henceforth, MGARCH) models is its ability to draw simultaneous relation-
ships of own and cross-volatilities among several indices (Kearney and Patton, 2000). GO-GARCH is compatible to draw a
reliable estimation of a large number of dimensions as compared to other MGARCH models (see, Bauwens et al., 2006).
We provide below a brief description of the GO-GARCH formulation and estimation process:
We start with the observed process, xt ¼
Rt
vFIIt
vDOMt
24 35 where Rt ¼ ln Pt=Pt1ð Þ; vFIIt ¼ ln VFIIt =VFIIt1 ; vDOMt ¼ ln VDOMt =VDOMt1 
are the log-transformed values of relative index price, Volume of Foreign Institutional Trade and Volume of Domestic Insti-
tutional Trade, respectively. GO-GARCH assumes that there exist a non-singular matrix Z and mutually independent compo-
nents of finite value, yt ¼
y1t
y2t
y3t
24 35 for each xt ¼ RtvFIIt
vDOMt
24 35 such that, xt ¼ Zyt . The ith component process, yt , in this study is
assumed to follow a univariate EGARCH process, i.e., lnðhi;tÞ ¼ li þ ai½jyi;t1j  kiyi;t1 þ bilnðhi;t1Þ, such that, xt  Nð0;XtÞ
and Xt ¼ ZHtZ0 with Ht ¼ DIAGðh1;t ;h2;t ;h3;tÞ where we further denote, post-estimationcHt ¼ r
2
R;t
r2V ;tjFII
r2V ;t jDOM
2664
3775The conditional and temporal correlation vector is given by qt ¼ D1t XtD1t where Dt ¼ ðXtoIÞ1=2; o being the Hadamard
product. The log-likelihood function (with h as the coefficient vector of rotation, ½a; b; k as the vector of univariate EGARCH
process) is given byWh;a;b;k ¼ 12
X
t
3lnð2pÞ þ lnjXtj þ x0tX1t xtOr Wh;a;b;k ¼ 12
X
t
3lnð2pÞ þ lnjZhHtZ0hj þ ðytZhÞ0X1t ðytZhÞOr, Wh;a;b;k ¼  12
P
t3lnð2pÞ þ lnjZhZ0hj þ lnðHtÞ þ ðytÞ0H1t ðytÞ and the estimation will require the condition,
@4ðWh;a;b;kÞ
@h4
   @4ðWh;a;b;kÞ
@h@a@b@k
..
. . .
. ..
.
@4ðWh;a;b;kÞ
@k@b@a@h   
@4ðWh;a;b;kÞ
@k4
2664
3775 ¼ f0g
Post-estimation the conditional volatilities and correlations are used in the Markov Switching framework to reassess the
spill of conditional volume dispersion exercised by, both, FIIs and DOMs, to conditional dispersion of market return.
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The discussion in the previous section makes one clearly realize that unlike past research, throughout this study, volume
is treated as endogenous and simultaneously evolving with return. Moreover, the work also looks into the conditional
dispersion of volume and return simultaneously. Hence, appropriate data would need to be found. Thus, for the purpose
of our study of price volume relationship in the conditional second moment, we decided to use data of four-varyingly
liberalized emerging markets. Institutional trade data (FII and DOM) availability was the reason for using emerging markets.
Further, use of four varyingly liberalized emerging markets ensures that the results are not only robust but could also poten-
tially allow drawing more interpretations of the causalities and asymmetries being influenced by the level of liberalization.
Thus, for our research, we used the following four countries: Korea, Taiwan, India, and Vietnam.
These nations are chosen as they are listed as emerging economies for our study period from year 2000–2012 by reputed
agencies, such as S&P, BRICS + Next Eleven, and FTSE. These countries not only give us variety in size and nature of business
but importantly provide us with varying levels of liberalization. Enough literature exists stating this. As illustration, in year
2010, among 184 countries, the World Bank ranked these nations, Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam and India, on the criteria of ‘Ease
of Doing Business’ at 8, 25, 98 and 132 positions, respectively.2 Similarly, during this study period, market capitalization turn-
over ratio3 for these four emerging economies biggest stock exchange was ranging 1.08–3.34, 0.71–2.41, 0.26–0.85 and 0.40–
1.01, respectively.4 International Chamber of Commerce Open Markets Index had ranked these nations at 46, 32, 50 and 66,
respectively, in its 2011 edition.5 Additionally, ease of stock exchange data availability for a long period was also a reason
for choosing these four Asian nations. Table 2 shares the specific descriptive statistics along with exact time period. Details
of progressive improvement in the equity investment friendliness for institutional investors in these nations are summarized
below:
1. South Korea: The most developed nation in our sample has undergone rapid development during the last four decades.
With the ‘Foreign Investment Promotion Act’ in 1998, the Government of South Korea made available 99.8 percent of
Korea’s industries exposed to investment by foreign institutions. Further to this, the Government of Korea has adopted
a series of measures starting from reduction in corporate tax, increase of maximum ceiling of borrowing of foreign capital
and adoption of international financial reporting standards.6
2. Taiwan: Under the supervision of Taiwan’s Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC), the securities market initiated its
transformation process in the 1990s. The Government of Taiwan further carried out a series of legal reforms from year
2000 onward, such as the ‘‘Financial Holding Company Act” and the ‘‘Enterprises Acquisition and Merger Law”, as well
as large amendments to the ‘‘Securities and Exchange Act” and the ‘‘Company Act”. In the recent past, the authorities have
further undertaken a number of initiatives in terms of exempting restriction on margin trades, raising the borrowing of
securities, and building a developed foreign exchange market.7
3. Vietnam: From the late 1990s, Vietnam embraced a gradual shift toward a market-oriented economy. The Government of
Vietnam adopted a comprehensive financial reform program that included: Reforming the banking system – especially
their regulations and corporate governance; reforming the corporate sector; and designing a continuing timetable for
international integration that includes gradual liberalization of the domestic financial market.8 However, the process of
having a vibrant stock exchange in place took time. Trading commenced in the Ho Chi Minh City Securities Trading Center
in July 2000 with an overall foreign ownership limit of 20% for listed entities. Lot of progress has been made. Portfolio equity
inflow in Vietnam has increased more than twenty times from US $ 0.11 billion in 2005 to US $ 2.38 billion in 2010.9
4. India: From the early 1990s onward, the Government of India has taken a number of initiatives to attract foreign capital in
India under Financial Sector Reforms that started with progressive easing of FII investment norms such as registration of
FIIs to increasing the upper cap of FII investments in terms of size and firm ownership. In recent years, the policy has
further liberalized with abolishing restrictions for investments in Overseas Derivative Investments (2008), allowing
foreign portfolio investors to trade in interest rate futures (2009), and revising the FII limit of investment in corporate
bond segment from US $ 5 billion to US $ 25 billion (2011).10 All this has resulted in net FII investment moving from
US $1.8 billion in 2000 to US $ 27 billion in 2012.
Given the above range of emerging markets in the sample, it will be interesting to see if levels of openness and liberal-
ization have any controlling effect on the results. Data for these countries are obtained from the Bloomberg database.
Necessary capital market data for analysis consist of daily closing prices of and volume traded by Foreign portfolio investors2 Source: World Bank website, http://www.doingbusiness.org/, last accessed on 26/05/2015.
3 Source data collected from the World Federation of Exchanges (world-exchanges.org).
4 Market capitalization in USD billions, for these four economies local stock exchanges ranged 148–1234, 247–822, 9–40, 279–1849, respectively, during our
study period.
5 Source: ICC Open Markets Index from http://www.iccwbo.org website, last accessed on 27/02/2015.
6 See, for example, www.korea.net website, last accessed on 16/06/2014.
7 See, for example, the Taiwan Stock Exchange website, last accessed on 26/05/2015.
8 http://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/AWP%20No.%20102.pdf, last accessed on 26/05/2015.
9 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BX.PEF.TOTL.CD.WD, last accessed on 26/05/2015.
10 Source: National Stock Exchange of India website, retrieved from http://www.nseindia.com/content/us/ismr2011ch7.pdf, last accessed on 26/05/2015.
Table 2
Descriptive statistics of the four countries stock exchange data.
Country Start date End date Data min mean max std. dev ARCH (50)
Taiwan 9/1/2000 18/1/2012 Return of market index 0.09936 0.00007 0.06525 0.01584 9.32230
Return of FII volume 2.66540 0.00256 2.27890 0.32618 2.77160
Return of domestic volume 1.82530 0.00020 1.86020 0.22521 13.88100
India 3/1/2000 25/1/2012 Return of market index 0.13054 0.00040 0.16334 0.01692 7.16670
Return of FII volume 4.23700 0.00116 5.76920 0.42156 14.03100
Return of domestic volume 4.68850 0.00071 5.49050 0.26229 29.46700
South Korea 15/11/1999 27/1/2012 Return of market index 0.12805 0.00023 0.11284 0.01791 10.30700
Return of FII volume 1.31200 0.00062 1.25900 0.29341 5.67530
Return of domestic volume 0.92501 0.00002 1.43810 0.18559 6.71020
Vietnam 16/11/2006 20/11/2012 Return of market index 0.04802 0.00034 0.04647 0.01853 8.67300
Return of FII volume 3.06500 0.00092 3.21860 0.59678 4.43120
Return of domestic volume 2.16810 0.00141 2.65150 0.32581 6.19100
Fig. 1. Country: Taiwan; showing dispersion of market index and FII volume.
8 S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20and domestic investors on equity indices for Taiwan (TAIEX Total Return Index), India (S&P CNX Nifty), South Korea (KOSPI)
and Vietnam (VN30 Index). Logarithmic returns are calculated on index price and volume traded by Domestic and Foreign
Institutional Investors.
It is evident from Table 2 that return of FII volume and Domestic volume is at least double the size in minimum and max-
imum value of return of market index. Also, all the returns (Market Index, FII volume and Domestic volume) exhibit signif-
icant ARCH effect even at lag 50. Therefore, it seems that this return vector evolves simultaneously. Moreover, the huge
difference of minimum value and maximum value of return of volume indicates a possibility of high and low regimes in
the transition dynamics. Figs. 1–4 capture for these four countries the dispersion of market indices and FII volume and
elaborates the situation.
It is evident from almost all the four different country cases that volume spikes are accompanied by return spikes. There-
fore clustering of volume dispersion seems to be very likely simultaneously taking place with clustering of volatility. For
further investigation of volume volatility relationship, we apply Markov Switching GO-GARCH model on the vector compris-
ing of logarithmic return on equity index for each country, corresponding logarithmic return on volume traded by foreign
institutional investors and domestic investors. Post-estimation, interesting patterns are found in degree of asymmetric inter-
action between equity market indices, volume of trade carried out by domestic and foreign investors.
Fig. 2. Country: India; showing dispersion of market index and FII volume.
Fig. 3. Country: Korea; showing dispersion of market index and FII volume.
S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20 9In the case of Taiwan (Appendix B), we find interesting facts pertaining to the spillover from r2V ;t jFII to r2R;t with two sets
of coefficients [0.0000, 0.0002⁄] thereby meaning that the negative coefficient, significant at 95% level reduces conditional
volatility of return, r2R;t in the second regime. Domestic volume dispersion, on the other hand is positive, albeit small impact
Fig. 4. Country: Vietnam; showing dispersion of market index and FII volume.
10 S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20on r2R;t in both the regimes with the coefficient value [0.0005
⁄⁄, 0.0047⁄⁄] thereby implying the validity of the coefficients at
99% level of significance. But, most interestingly and most strikingly, the spillover from r2R;t to both r
2
V ;t jFII and r2V ;t jDOM are
positive and higher than unity (coefficient value 3.3507 in the case of r2V ;t jFII and 67.8571 in the case of r2V ;t jDOM). However,
such a high value of coefficient doesn’t imply necessarily a destabilizing impact from volatility to volume given the range of
values volatility has (minimum value of 4.7448e005; maximum value of 0.0018283 and average value of 0.00025425).
However, the same fact indicates that volume is not purely an exogenous element and a new source of information. Past
impact of abnormal news (innovation) and current volatility has significantly asymmetric impact on volume dispersion
especially when such dispersion is due to bad news.
It is also worth making a note that conditional correlations between three mutually dependent factors: index returns,
return on FII volume and return on Domestic volume play an important role in stabilization of volume and volatility spil-
lover. Conditional dynamic correlation between index return and return on FII volume tends to decrease index volatility
in the domestic market (coefficient value of 0.0002 in lower regime and 0.0090 in higher regime), whereas the same
tends to increase the return of FII volume (coefficient value of 0.0710) and return of Domestic volume (coefficient value
of 1.0974). Alongside this, dynamic correlation between return on FII volume and return on Domestic volume reduces
volume dispersion pertaining to both FIIs and Domestic institutions (coefficient value of 0.3489 and 0.1581) when both
r2V ;t jFII and r2V ;t jDOM belong to low regime.
Indian stock market (Appendix C) shows a similar type of interaction between index return, return of FII volume and
return of Domestic volume. The spillover from r2V ;t jFII to r2R;t is found to be marginally positive across the two regimes (coef-
ficient value 0.0000328076 and 0.00320654). However, the spillover from r2V ;t jDOM to r2R;t is marginally positive
(0.0019672) and negative (0.00129618) across the two regimes. Similar to the observation in Taiwan, the spillover from
r2R;t to both r2V ;t jFII and r2V ;t jDOM is positive and enormous (5.43743 and 114.296 from r2R;t to r2V ;t jFII in the two regimes
and 6.6491 from r2R;t to r
2
V ;t jDOM). Another interesting observation is that conditional correlation between index return
and return of FII volume (qRV ;t jFII) tends to rise the conditional dispersion of r2V ;t jFII across the two regimes with higher
impact when correlation is high (coefficient value of 0.0985525 in the low regime and 1.90222 during the high regime),
whereas qRV ;t jDOM, does exactly opposite, i.e., it tends to decrease the dispersion, r2V ;t jFII by a magnitude almost similar
to that of the earlier (coefficient value of 0.0786835 in the low regime and 1.0964 during the high regime). Thus, it seems
the co-movements of two different institutional trades are mutually annihilating to equilibrate the market. We take stock of
such a pattern and re-iterate the importance of looking at institutional trading and market evolution simultaneously and
endogenously. The results for South Korea (Appendix D), most liberalized and developed giant in this sample, are largely
in similar direction as it is for Taiwan and India.
Appendix B
Results of interaction between equity markets index, volume of domestic and foreign trades in Taiwan.
Dependent r2R;t Dependent r2V ;t jFII Dependent r2V ;t jDOM
Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob
x0;R 0.0000 0 xFII0;V 0.2163 0 x
DOM
0;V 0.1122 0
x1;R 0.0015 0 xFII1;V 0.1460 0.195 xDOM1;V 0.1241 0
r2R;t1ð0Þ 0.7802 0 r2R;tð0Þ 3.3507 0.004 r2R;tð0Þ 67.8571 0
r2R;t1ð1Þ 0.4404 0 r2R;tð1Þ 58.3015 0.061 r2R;tð1Þ 0.2859 0.8
r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0000 0.698 r2V ;t1jFIIð0Þ 0.0087 0.034 r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0829 0
r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.0002 0.023 r2V ;t1jFIIð1Þ 0.0341 0.303 r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.6738 0
r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.0005 0 r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 1.6841 0 r2V ;t1jDOMð0Þ 0.0361 0.001
r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.0047 0 r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 2.0511 0 r2V ;t1jDOMð1Þ 0.0865 0
qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0002 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0710 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 1.0974 0
qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.0090 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 1.9297 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.0137 0.472
qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.0000 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.0429 0.002 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.4862 0
qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.0051 0 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.9752 0.001 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.0159 0.217
qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.0001 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.3489 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.1581 0
qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.0021 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.2725 0.126 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.2031 0
sigma(0) 0.0000 0.006 sigma(0) 0.0032 0 sigma(0) 0.0060 0
sigma(1) 0.0001 0 sigma(1) 0.0657 0 sigma(1) 0.0033 0
p_{0|0} 0.4990 0 p_{0|0} 0.9309 0 p_{0|0} 0.8164 0
p_{0|1} 0.5020 0 p_{0|1} 0.3797 0 p_{0|1} 0.0509 0
log-likelihood 26994.9927 log-likelihood 10604.8969 log-likelihood 11775.9513
No. of observations 2946 No. of observations 2946 No. of observations 2946
AIC.T 53953.9853 AIC.T 21173.7939 AIC.T 23515.9026
R2 R2 R2
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Appendix C
Results of interaction between equity markets index, volume of domestic and foreign trades in India.
Dependent r2R;t Dependent r2V ;t jFII Dependent r2V ;t jDOM
Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob
x0;R 0.000039065 0 r2R;tð0Þ 5.43743 0 r2R;tð0Þ 6.6491 0
x1;R 0.00202142 0 r2R;tð1Þ 114.296 0 r2R;tð1Þ 23.6386 0.096
r2R;t1ð0Þ 0.188345 0.004 xFII0;V 0.26145 0 xDOM0;V 0.00866409 0
r2R;t1ð1Þ 0.252135 0 xFII1;V 0.0614034 0.047 xDOM1;V 0.527243 0
r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0000328076 0.025 r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 2.0805 0 r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0799189 0
r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.00320654 0 r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.556822 0 r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 1.1831 0
r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.0019672 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.0985525 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.104211 0
r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.00129618 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 1.90222 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.498754 0.107
qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.000375075 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.0786835 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.0981691 0
qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.00130679 0.367 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 1.0964 0 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.497218 0.079
qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.00113239 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.456403 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.03351 0
qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.0042799 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.0965509 0.051 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.697302 0
qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.000104956 0 r2V ;t1jFIIð0Þ 0.0106607 0.005 r2V ;t1jDOMð0Þ 0.645592 0
qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.00288568 0 r2V ;t1jFIIð1Þ 0.0189191 0.379 r2V ;t1jDOMð1Þ 0.0809813 0.054
sigma(0) 0.00000800322 0 sigma(0) 0.00252003 0 sigma(0) 0.00268708 0
sigma(1) 0.000124719 0 sigma(1) 0.0318817 0 sigma(1) 0.0280451 0
p_{0|0} 0.501121 0 p_{0|0} 0.942088 0 p_{0|0} 0.991191 0
p_{0|1} 0.105627 0 p_{0|1} 0.177194 0 p_{0|1} 0.377448 0
log-likelihood 25768.1116 log-likelihood 11062.5591 log-likelihood 13074.9549
No. of observations 2974 No. of observations 2974 No. of observations 2974
AIC.T 51500.2232 AIC.T 22089.1181 AIC.T 26113.9098
R2 R2 R2
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Appendix D
Results of Interaction between Equity Markets Index, Volume of Domestic and Foreign Trades in South Korea.
Dependent r2R;t Dependent r2V ;t jFII Dependent r2V ;t jDOM
Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob
x0;R 0.00001 0 r2R;tð0Þ 8.75373 0 r2R;tð0Þ 1.10180 0
x1;R 0.00137 0 r2R;tð1Þ 0.49370 0.342 r2R;tð1Þ 0.10690 0.878
r2R;t1ð0Þ 0.00027 0 xFII0;V 0.06649 0 xDOM0;V 0.03366 0
r2R;t1ð0Þ 0.00411 0 xFII1;V 0.09670 0 xDOM1;V 0.01424 0
r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.00000 0.931 r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 1.61393 0 r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.31225 0
r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.00238 0.002 r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 2.77856 0 r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.22498 0
r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.00043 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.28902 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.01973 0
r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.01404 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.01088 0.223 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.07210 0
qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.00018 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.30179 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.02032 0
qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.01509 0 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.00670 0.453 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.10608 0
qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.00003 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.37286 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.09372 0
qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.00006 0.71 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.28717 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.09351 0
qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.79160 0 r2V ;t1jFIIð0Þ 0.02454 0.065 r2V ;t1jDOMð0Þ 0.10625 0.002
qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.35285 0 r2V ;t1jFIIð1Þ 0.00653 0.086 r2V ;t1jDOMð1Þ 0.54833 0
sigma(0) 0.00001 0 sigma(0) 0.00789 0 sigma(0) 0.00053 0
sigma(1) 0.00011 0 sigma(1) 0.00160 0 sigma(1) 0.00303 0
p_{0|0} 0.49914 0 p_{0|0} 0.94246 0 p_{0|0} 0.97772 0
p_{0|1} 0.47693 0 p_{0|1} 0.01946 0 p_{0|1} 0.06568 0
log-likelihood 26422.9534 log-likelihood 13620.3361 log-likelihood 16822.6844
No. of observations 3013 No. of observations 3013 No. of observations 3013
AIC.T 52809.9069 AIC.T 27204.6722 AIC.T 33609.3687
R2 R2 R2
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Appendix E
Results of Interaction between equity markets index, volume of domestic and foreign trades in Vietnam.
Dependent r2R;t Dependent r2V ;t jFII Dependent r2V ;t jDOM
Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob Coefficient Value t-prob
x0;R 0.00012 0 r2R;tð0Þ 120.91300 0 r2R;tð0Þ 56.16810 0
x1;R 0.00119 0 r2R;tð1Þ 202.47200 0 r2R;tð1Þ 29.93480 0.026
r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.00029 0 xFII0;V 0.54809 0 xDOM0;V 0.04774 0
r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.00095 0 xFII1;V 0.82069 0 xDOM1;V 0.27838 0
r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.00040 0 r2V ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.98047 0 r2V ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.07963 0
r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.00040 0.013 r2V ;t jDOMð1Þ 1.37816 0 r2V ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.20573 0
qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.00342 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 1.92450 0 qRV ;t jFIIð0Þ 0.85013 0
qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.00901 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 3.31194 0 qRV ;t jFIIð1Þ 0.46366 0.072
qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.00028 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 1.33079 0 qRV ;t jDOMð0Þ 0.54843 0
qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.00715 0 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.14227 0.622 qRV ;t jDOMð1Þ 0.01733 0.914
qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.00062 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 1.03243 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð0Þ 0.26642 0
qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.00179 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 2.82273 0 qFII;DOMV ;t ð1Þ 0.49596 0
r2R;t1ð0Þ 0.26693 0 r2V ;t1jFIIð0Þ 0.35075 0 r2V ;t1jDOMð0Þ 0.33109 0
r2R;t1ð0Þ 0.38147 0 R2 r2V ;t1jFIIð1Þ 0.32067 0 r2V ;t1jDOMð1Þ 0.52534 0
sigma(0) 0.00001 0.009 sigma(0) 0.01362 0 sigma(0) 0.00267 0
sigma(1) 0.00006 0 sigma(1) 0.04458 0 sigma(1) 0.02174 0
p_{0|0} 0.96619 0 p_{0|0} 0.95061 0 p_{0|0} 0.99011 0
p_{0|1} 0.03187 0 p_{0|1} 0.10811 0 p_{0|1} 0.04179 0.002
log-likelihood 11406.4542 log-likelihood 3028.56769 log-likelihood 5139.5978
No. of observations 1281 No. of observations 1281 No. of observations 1281
AIC.T 22776.9085 AIC.T 6021.13538 AIC.T 10243.1956
R2 R2 R2
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S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20 15The volatility spillover to domestic as well as FII volume dispersion continues to work in Vietnam stock market too
(Appendix E). The transfer of dispersion from r2R;t to r
2
V ;t jFII is enormous to the magnitude of 120.913 in the low regime
and 202.472 in the high regime. Likewise, the transfer from r2R;t to r
2
V ;t jDOM is lower than the former, but still very high with
a magnitude of 56.1681 during the low regime and 29.9348 during the high regime. The dynamic conditional correlation
imparts an influence to the volume clustering behavior as well. The correlation between index return and return of volume
decreases r2V ;t jFII by the amount negative of 1.9245 during the good times whereas it increases the volume dispersion by the
amount of 3.31194 during the bad times. However, qRV ;t jDOM does not increase r2V ;t jDOM by as much as it comes when the
dispersion is belonging to volume of FIIs, but it is still positive with a magnitude of 0.54. The intensity and sign of dynamic
correlation between return of FII volume and return of Domestic volume are also instrumental in explaining asymmetric
nature of volume clustering pertaining to both FIIs and domestic institutions. Such a correlation, qFII;DOMV ;t decreases r
2
V ;t jFII
by the amount of 1.03243 and 2.82273 in the respective regimes whereas the same correlation increases r2V ;t jDOM by an
amount of 0.26649 and 0.49596 in the respective regimes. It turns out that FIIs do not necessarily follow the domestic
institutional trading however the reverse seems to be a possible outcome.
A close observation of these dynamic correlation figures i.e., qFII;DOMV ;t with r
2
V ;t jFII and r2V ;t jDOM for all the four countries
suggests an interesting pattern. South Korea, the most mature and liberalized economy has exactly opposite indicators to
Vietnam, the last to be liberalized in this sample. Indicators for India are similar to Vietnam. For Taiwan, while they are
not as clear – however, they tend toward Vietnam. Perhaps, these results are also indicating the relative economic state
of these countries in terms of the timing of opening of these markets for foreign institutional investors. For example, we
observe in South Korea, the FIIs seem to be following the domestic institutional investors in their trading patterns. This issue
could be worth exploring further – with a larger sample and variety of countries. As this might also be an indication of the
perception of informational advantage one party may be bringing to the table than the other – depending on the market
openness and maturity of the economy.
To summarize, it is found throughout this study that temporal and conditional volume dispersion tends to reduce volatil-
ity when traded volume is growing whereas volume dispersion tends to increase volatility when the former is declining.
Although such transfer of spillover is very small (in five of six decimal places), this pattern is the same on the average across
the four country’s data analyzed as part of the present study. Unique findings from the present study are that volume is not
exogenous piece of new information and additionally market volatility impacts volume dispersion with a greater magnitude
than volume dispersion impacts market volatility. Such a finding about the asymmetric interaction between volume and
volatility is not well documented in past empirical literature. This asymmetric interaction is consistent across the four coun-
tries being studied.
The results are also optimal in terms of selecting multiple regimes (say, more than two). Our framework is flexible to
incorporate the dynamics of three regimes or more as discussed in Silvennoinen and Teräsvirta (2009). The same results
in a marginal increase in average R-squared over the regimes (see, Appendix F). In almost all the cases of the four countries
(except one for Vietnam), we observe the pattern of changes in R-squared values for the model with the two state Markov
switching process yielding an average R-squared (over regimes i and j) that is marginally lower (in the second or third
decimal places) as compared to the model with three state regimes (over regimes i, j and k, respectively). Most importantly,
a 3-state regime specification is seen to be consistently penalized by a higher absolute value of both Akaike Information
Criteria (AIC) and Schwarz Bayesian Criteria (BIC) as compared to a 2-state specification. To summarize, we observe that
a 3-state regime specification adds marginal improvement over a 2-state regime in terms of R-squared but attaches more
penalty in terms of both optimal AIC and BIC values. We, therefore, consider the 2-state regime as a sufficient specification
of structural endogeneity in the Markov-switching GO-GARCH process.
Additionally, we find, volatility led impact on volume is bigger for the Foreign institutional investors, than the domestic
investors. As a consequence of the presence of nonstationarity in the level data of volume, current study proposes to use
return on volume and look into the conditional dispersion due to the presence of ARCH effect. That arises the conjecture:
do FIIs act in the market as ‘‘Net Buyers” while Domestic Institutional Investors (DIIs) react to such events as ‘‘Net Sellers”
and vice versa?. We examine two countries’, namely India’s and South Korea’s net investment position in terms of traded
volume by FIIs and DIIs. In the case of India (Appendix G), the correlation between FII net investment and DII net investment
is 0.32482 (p < 0.000) for the year 2007. For the year 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, the correlation numbers are, respectively,
(0.23608, 0.1210, 0.3479 and 0.30735) with p < 0.0000 for all the figures. It is also observed that the median FII and DII
net investment positions in terms of traded volume are opposite to each other for the five year period 2007–2011 (in US $)
except year 2009. For example, it was, 209.15 million for FII for a corresponding 40.55 million for DIIs during 2007. During
2010, FII net position is 376.4 million whereas DII net position is 105.3 million.
Korean stock market (Appendix H) experienced a similar trade-off between net investment positions of FIIs and DIIs
throughout the period 2001–2012. The correlation values from year 2001 to 2012 are respectively (0.37404, 0.17155,
0.43268, 0.52943, 0.41166, 0.57311, 0.48238, 0.49479, 0.19131, 0.54739, 0.27247 and 0.25414) with
p < 0.000 for all values of correlations. It is certain from the median value of FII net purchase and DII net purchase that when-
ever FIIs are ‘‘Net Buyers”, DIIs are ‘‘Net Sellers”. Why should such a trade-off between FIIs and DIIs exist can possibly be
addressed by the ‘‘Lagged Information Arrival” theory of Hasbrouck (1991) followed by subsequent work of Dufour and
Engle (2000). According to the theory, the impact on price resulting from a trade can only be realized after a certain lag.
Appendix F
Results of structural endogeneity in the Markow switching GO-GARCH process: 2-stage vs 3-stage results.
Country N Causality # of states R-SQUARED AIC BIC # of states2 R-SQUARED AIC BIC Diff (R-SQUARED)
India 2975 INDEX < -FII + DOM 2 0.963 53,242 53,046 3 0.9064 56,636 56,341.73
0.8996 0.9558
0.9803
Average R-SQUARED 0.9313 0.9475 0.0162
2975 FII < -INDEX + DOM 2 0.9802 22,097 21,901 3 0.9881 24,770 24,476.52
0.738 0.7784
0.9786
Average R-SQUARED 0.8591 0.9150 0.056
2975 DOM < -INDEX + FII 2 0.9886 26,663 26,467 3 0.9734 29,407 29,113.4
0.9054 0.9851
0.9897
Average R-SQUARED 0.947 0.9827 0.036
Taiwan 2951 INDEX < -FII + DOM 2 0.9076 54,504 54,308 3 0.9157 55,857 55,563.21
0.9951 0.9628
0.997
Average R-SQUARED 0.9514 0.9585 0.007
2951 FII < -INDEX + DOM 2 0.9661 20,845 20,649 3 0.964 23,290 22,996.65
0.3598 0.3774
0.9837
Average R-SQUARED 0.6630 0.7750 0.112
2951 DOM < -INDEX + FII 2 0.9886 25,430 25,234 3 0.9861 27,602 27,308.54
0.9054 0.7682
0.9908
Average R-SQUARED 0.9470 0.9150 0.032
South Korea 3014 INDEX < -FII + DOM 2 0.9232 53,343 53,146 3 0.9292 55,294 54,999.56
0.9958 0.9961
0.9708
Average R-SQUARED 0.9595 0.9654 0.006
3014 FII < -INDEX + DOM 2 0.9264 27,214 27,018 3 0.9923 29,058 28,763.33
0.9855 0.9399
0.9925
Average R-SQUARED 0.9560 0.9749 0.019
3014 DOM < -INDEX + FII 2 0.9645 33,619 33,422 3 0.98 35,211 34,916.54
0.9794 0.9662
0.99
Average R-SQUARED 0.9720 0.9787 0.007
Vietnam 1282 INDEX < -FII + DOM 2 0.945 22,786 22,614 3 0.962 23,218 22,959.27
0.9221 0.9326
0.9546
Average R-SQUARED 0.9336 0.9497 0.0161
1282 FII < -INDEX + DOM 2 0.7735 63,85.3 6213 3 0.9846 5589.1 5367.529
0.9562 0.9928
0.9962
Average R-SQUARED 0.8649 0.9912 0.126
1282 DOM < -INDEX + FII 2 0.9641 10,220 10,047 3 0.9908 11,040 10,781.19
0.9709 0.9763
0.9656
Average R-SQUARED 0.9675 0.9776 0.0101
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Appendix G
Correlation of FII and DII net purchases in terms of traded volume in India.
Year Correlation between FII and DII net
purchase of equity
Sig. (2-tailed) Number of
observations
Median Value of FII net
purchase
Median Value of DII net
purchase
2007 0.324828333 6.70179E07 224 209.15 40.55
2008 0.236086444 0.000197968 244 211.35 5.95
2009 0.121028701 0.060654722 241 209.3 6.4
2010 0.347906379 2.54232E08 243 376.4 105.3
2011 0.307353498 1.26975E06 239 25.7 21.5
Appendix H
Correlation of FII and DII net purchases in terms of traded volume in South Korea.
Year Correlation between FII and DII net purchase
of equity
Sig. (2-
tailed)
Number of
observations
Median Value of FII net
purchase
Median Value of DII net
purchase
2001 0.37403794 0.0000 245 16808.0 7264.0
2002 0.171545104 0.0072 244 16632.5 2589.5
2003 0.432684562 0.0000 247 37283.0 22741.0
2004 0.529433689 0.0000 249 19292.0 7684.0
2005 0.41166139 0.0000 249 11369.0 22534.0
2006 0.573109456 0.0000 247 47842.0 42945.0
2007 0.482380476 0.0000 246 62423.5 9787.5
2008 0.494792438 0.0000 248 125991.5 83259.5
2009 0.191307992 0.0022 253 106389.0 103177.0
2010 0.547387205 0.0000 251 89194.0 43057.0
2011 0.272466049 0.0000 248 27899.0 45108.5
2012 0.254140978 0.0001 248 24637.0 20709.5
S. Chakraborty, R.K. Kakani / J. Int. Financ. Markets Inst. Money 44 (2016) 1–20 17For example if there is a trade at S&P 500 index the price impact will arrive at a lag as a consequence of information flow
from the trade innovation. By virtue of the theory, it can be claimed that owing to some trade execution in a foreign country
(say, United States), the price impact reaches the stock markets of India, or Taiwan, or South Korea after a certain lag. FIIs
have access to this prior information set utilizing which they can form a rational price expectation of stock prices in another
country. We empirically verify this with autocorrelation between S&P 500 index, S&P CNX Nifty index and TAIEX Total
Return Index (Appendix I). We find that both S&P CNX Nifty and TAIEX index return has a coefficient of 0.2874
(p < 0.000) for India with respect to S&P 500 index return of lag 1 and a coefficient of 0.4 (p < 0.000) for Taiwan with reference
to the same index at the same lag. This implies that FIIs based on United States can make a conjecture with prior available
information set as to what may be the probable state of Indian and Taiwanese stock market or markets of another country.
Given the fact that most of them are benchmarked – largely on similar performance parameters, thus the positive feedback
trading effecting aggravates reactions to bad news, resulting in excess stock volatility.
Assuming FII investments to be driven by US markets, our study also tracks the possible channel of information flow: US
to emerging markets and it provides a guideline for portfolio investors to look at the state of US market and economic indi-
cators. Similar observation is found by Miyakoshi (2003) that investment profits could be realized in the Asian markets after
considering world equity market, represented by the US. Additionally, Mun (2007) supports the fact that the economic chan-
nel of information flows as volatility of exchange rate is weak driving foreign investment to emerging markets. This ratifies
that portfolio investor sentiment is not driven by the large amount of volatility in exchange rates but can be attributable to
other factors.11 We believe that the driver is volume and return spillover exercised by both international and domestic inves-
tors. In the case of Vietnam, we find supportive evidence from Narayan and Narayan (2010) who shows that the short-term
causality of stock markets, foreign exchange rate and crude oil price is weak in the same country; and stock market movements
are largely caused due to inflow of foreign portfolio investment as well as investment of Vietnamese relatives living abroad.
Additionally, they argue that domestic investors in this emerging economy have changed their investment preferences shifting
from foreign currency holdings and bank deposits holdings to stocks.
We investigate the extent of spillover from US markets to these four emerging markets having a range of developed status
in the light of coupling–decoupling hypothesis of Dooley and Hutchison (2009) followed by Yeyati and Williams (2012). We
first test the hypothesis for four countries following the VAR Granger Causality model described in Dooley and Hutchison
(2009). We propose a new line of action for empirical methodologies for both these papers. We collect data of daily adjusted
prices of S&P 500 index as proxies for the US equity market and the other for market indices as proxies of India, Taiwan,11 Exchange rate fluctuations have been used to explain variation in the local emerging markets in the past literature (Mun, 2007). To probe further, we
computed the Pearson correlation between the USD/Local currencies and Stock market index correlations for the study period. We found a significantly
negative correlation for Korea (0.370⁄⁄), India (0.253⁄⁄) and Taiwan (0.321⁄⁄). However, we found the correlation for Vietnam (0.034) to be insignificant.
This additional information when clubbed with our empirical results forces us to suggest a need to probe causalities, asymmetries, and bi-directional issues of
‘exchange rate fluctuations’ explanation across a range of emerging markets to better respond with a new theoretical background.
Appendix J
Results of degree of coupling by emerging markets using VAR granger causality test and beta.
Country Period and Specific Index Obs F-statistic Prob. Beta
South Korea Sub-Period: 16/11/1999 to 11/1/2007
S&P 500 Index coupling with KOREA Index
1751 29.5477 6.00E53 0.188
Sub-Period: 3/12/2007 to 30/6/2009
S&P 500 Index coupling with KOREA Index
388 10.5991 8.00E16 0.308
Sub-Period: 1/7/2009 to 27/1/2012
S&P 500 Index coupling with KOREA Index
645 20.8185 2.00E33 0.266
Taiwan Sub-Period: 10/1/2000 to 11/1/2007
S&P 500 Index coupling with TAIEX Index
1699 15.3104 2E26 0.153
Sub-Period: 3/12/2007 to 30/6/2009
S&P 500 Index coupling with TAIEX Index
386 8.76998 6E13 0.149
Sub-Period: 1/7/2009 to 18/1/2012
S&P 500 Index coupling with TAIEX Index
641 19.7953 7E32 0.167
India Sub-Period: 4/1/2000 to 11/1/2007
S&P 500 Index coupling with S&P NIFTY
1728 4.33229 6.00E10 0.077
Sub-Period: 3/12/2007 to 30/6/2009
S&P 500 Index coupling with S&P NIFTY
382 1.97231 0.0081 0.378
Sub-Period: 1/7/2009 to 25/1/2012
S&P 500 Index coupling with S&P NIFTY
625 3.17421 5.00E06 0.343
Vietnam Sub-Period: 20/11/2006 to 11/1/2007
S&P 500 Index coupling with Vietnam Index
27 3.02982 0.0939 Insignificant
Sub-Period: 3/12/2007 to 30/6/2009
S&P 500 Index coupling with Vietnam Index
384 7.48571 8E11 0.117
Sub-Period: 7/01/2009 to 1/20/2012
S&P 500 Index coupling with Vietnam Index
641 3.47879 0.0002 0.019
Note: VAR granger causality test was done using methodology suggested by Dooley and Hutchison (2009) and beta was computed as suggested by Yeyati
and Williams (2012).
Appendix I
Lagged autocorrelation of S&P CNX Nifty and TAIEX.
Equation for lagged information arrival for CNX Nifty
RNIFTYt ¼ 0:038RNIFTYt4 þ 0:0398RNIFTYt8 þ 0:2874RSNP500t1
Equation for lagged information arrival for TAIEX
RTAIEXt ¼ 0:0567RTAIEXt2 þ 0:4RSNP500t1
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individual country data into three sub periods including one common sub-period representing global financial crisis. The
business cycle dates are taken from National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER12) that officially declares dates for US reces-
sion. Results in Appendix J show that all the four countries’ financial markets were very closely coupled with US markets both
pre, during and post the financial crisis (except for Vietnam in the pre-crisis period, 11/2006 to 1/2007). However, we find that
during the recessionary period the corresponding F statistic is slightly lower than the pre-crisis period and stable recovery
period. We use our results to claim that unlike Dooley and Hutchison (2009) findings that indicate a strong causality from
the US to Mexican markets for the full sample period (1/2007 to 2/2008) and insignificant causality in sub-samples (may be
due to few samples), our study finds evidence of strong causalities from US financial market to the four emerging markets
during sub-periods as well.
Yeyati and Williams (2012) estimated the degree of coupling of emerging countries with G7 countries. Their proxy of G7
country was the first principle component of GDP and other macro parameters including some financial parameters (for
example, equity indices, FX and spreads). They estimated bEM;G7 ¼ qEM;G7 rG7rEM by using OLS regression. We adopted the same
method and estimate bI;US where i denotes the four countries in our sample. As the objective of the research is volatility–vol-
ume relationship, we regressed log-price relative of each countries stock index with log-price relative of S&P500 index by
splitting the sample into three sub-periods, similar method we have applied for the VAR Granger Causality test. While
estimating the OLS regression we also controlled for the self-lag term of respective local index value. Results (Appendix J)
suggest a strong coupling with a beta coefficient between 0.27–0.31 for Korea, 0.34–0.38 for India, and 0.15–0.17 for Taiwan
(all the values are statistically significant). Only in the case of Vietnam we find an insignificant value of beta during the
pre-crisis sub-period 11/2006 to 1/2007 (which was also indicated by VAR Granger Causality test). We finally conclude that
the weak coupling observed by Dooley and Hutchison (2009) is somehow not seen in our sample either because of difference
of countries studied or for the reason of a larger time period. Our result confirms with Yeyati and Williams (2012) and
perhaps suggests that a crucial assumption made in both the papers is parametric stability across a good or bad regime.12 Source: National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) data retrieved from http://nber.org/cycles/cyclesmain.html, last accessed on 2/2/2016.
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prime linkage between the close integration of information flow from US to the four markets studied.
Bohl and Brzeszczynski (2006) and Bohl et al. (2009) show enormous flows of foreign funds following the Polish pension
reforms into Polish stock market. However, their work does not answer empirically as to the reasons on why such foreign
portfolio investors do not destabilize emerging equity markets? Our study possibly provides an insight into it by displaying
the role of domestic equity investors into the stabilization process (see, Appendix B–H).
This study can be extended in many ways; one of which is to break down the institutional investors’ volume of trade into
specific institutional categories such as Sovereign Funds, Private Equity, Mutual Funds and Pension Funds. Another way to
investigate further is to split the total volume of trade into buy volume and sell volume and check the extent of causality
and spillover across these two forces. It will be of great importance to see if conditional volume dispersion, as endogenous
information set, can help explain time-varying risk premium. A number of studies (Bollerslev et al., 1992) have linked one
such determinant of risk premium as quantile measures of conditional variance. Our study finds a simultaneous correlation
between conditional volume dispersion and conditional volatility. Hence volume dispersion may contribute additional
insights into the equity risk premium puzzle. Finally the present study can be extended to other stock markets especially
the developed and the unexplored ones to see the pattern of observed relationship – and conceivably rationalize at a larger
scale.4. Conclusion
This study attempts to draw a relationship between equity market volatility and traded volume of foreign institutional
investors and domestic investors by performing empirical analysis over a long time on four-dissimilarly liberalized emerging
economies: India, Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam. Inspired by the previous researches this study critically reviews whether
volume is purely exogenous and a source of new information. To find out the joint causality of volatility and volume traded
by foreign institutional investors and domestic investors, this study develops a framework which captures ARCH effect in
volume, stationarity and multivariate linear and nonlinear causality among the variables studied.
This study finds that both volume and volatility evolve simultaneously in an endogenous manner. In addition to that,
volatility is found to be impacting volume dispersion with a much bigger magnitude as compared to the other way round.
This asymmetric impact on volatility spill over volume is not same as with the volume dispersion pertaining to foreign insti-
tutional investors vis-à-vis that of domestic investors. It comes out that foreign institutional investors are more sensitive in
reacting to market conditions as compared to the domestic investors and more so in the face of bad news, carried by higher
volatility regimes due to positive feedback behavior among them as compared to good news carried by a lower volatility
regime.
This study also articulates that correlation of market volatility and volume dispersion also impacts volume dispersion
positively which may be attributed to the market sentiment wherein a high volatility caused by a negative price shock stim-
ulates and translates into a negative volume shock thereby increasing further volume dispersion. This feedback mechanism
is observed in this study skewed toward the foreign institutional investors, which means ‘Bad’ news followed by an increased
market volatility, that creates a spree for lower volume of trade, making further a larger volume dispersion, and impacts the
foreign investors more than the domestic investors.
This study, however, does not find any potentially destabilizing impact that can be created by foreign institutional inves-
tors. Rather it is observed that simultaneous interaction of volume traded by foreign institutional investors and domestic
investors, i.e. the conditional correlation of changes in domestic volume of trade and that of foreign institutional investors
plays a role in attaining long-term, mean-revertible market volatility. Our findings are supported by past empirical studies
and are further validated by the ‘‘Lagged Information Arrival” theory of Hasbrouck (1991) followed by subsequent findings
from Dufour and Engle (2000). Our findings stay consistent with the economic rationale of cross-border investment flows
described in Ge˛bka and Serwa (2006). International investors may utilize this information asymmetry to decide upon their
trading strategies. Our study also shows that the possible channel of information flow is from US to the emerging markets
and it provides a guideline for portfolio investors. The results being stronger for recently liberalized emerging economies
(say Vietnam) being driven by factors such as volume and return spillover.
Finally, our findings that (1) FIIs are positive feedback traders; and (2) DIIs are sentiment traders looking at FII moves and
setting an inverse trading strategy; are also supported by a recent study (Schuppli and Bohl, 2010) in the context of Chinese
equity market. We provide counter evidence that at an aggregate level FIIs follow a positive feedback trading strategy than
herding as against the findings of Gavriilidis et al. (2013) who finds extensive herding of foreign investors within specific
sectors of Spanish stock market.Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.intfin.
2016.04.004.
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